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Daniel Bromfield

Revisit: Prince: The Black Album

Thanks to Prince’s crotchety attitude toward the Internet and an
inconvenient divine intervention, The Black Album  is a tough album to
find. But it’s worth seeking out—it’s Prince’s funniest, darkest, weirdest
and most violent album, as well as arguably his last great record.

Some context: Prince recorded The Black Album , originally called The
Funk Bible, in 1987 as a follow-up to Sign O’ the Times. It was a reaction
to critics that accused his music of being too pop, too white, too safe. The
Black Album’s essentially a straight funk record, though it’s in no way
conventional; it’s a dark, industrial, evil, grimy, teeming city of sin.
Apparently God picked up on this and descended from the heavens to
warn an Ecstasy-addled Prince against releasing it. So the Purple One
pulled the album, replacing it with the solid but timid Lovesexy—though
not before fans picked up the promo copies in circulation and bootlegged
them to high heaven.

At the time he made The Black Album , Prince seemed to be cultivating a sort of madcap Dr. Frankenstein
demeanor; we can see this side of him on the underrated Batman soundtrack. Prince sounds appropriately
deranged throughout The Black Album . Of Prince’s great albums, it’s the least sexy, and its horniest song, “Cindy
C,” is a self-consciously creepy middle-school crush ode to supermodel Cindy Crawford. At times, The Black Album
is straight-up nasty; in “Superfunkycalifragisexy,” he drinks squirrel blood as an aphrodisiac (I’m not kidding) in
between maniacal laughter and guttural vocals that could make Sly Stone retch. It’s enough to make you want to
shower.

For most of The Black Album , Prince is strangely absent. On two songs, he slips into personas—a menacing
murderer on “Bob George,” pitch-shifted down, and his alter-ego Camille on “Rockhard in a Funky Place,” pitch-
shifted up. He sits “2 Nigs United 4 West Compton” out entirely, letting his band jam out for a full seven minutes.
When he does take the lead, he’s barely the lead voice. On the epic “Cindy C,” he competes with samples, female
rappers, layers of his own voice and Crawford herself. He doesn’t feel like a bandleader so much as a tenant in the
sleaziest, loudest, stinkiest apartment complex in Gotham.

He’s also wickedly funny throughout. Prince doesn’t get enough credit for his sense of humor, but it drives The Black
Album; from his killer rhymes on “Dead On It” to the deranged rant on “Bob George” (“ I’ll kick your ass—twice!”)
There’s also a pronounced ironic streak that’s at odds with the guard-down sincerity in which the Purple One usually
trades. “When 2 R In Love” is the record’s only ballad, and it feels almost like a piss take, especially coming
between “Dead On It” and “Bob George.” “When two are in love/ The speed of their hips can be faster than a
runaway train” he coos, apparently with a straight face. Weird Al would’ve been proud to have written it. Hearing this
sort of music coming out of Prince might be shocking to casual fans. But I’d argue The Black Album  is the best
Prince album to play for newcomers. Purple Rain, great as it is, is anomalously conventional by Prince’s standards.
1999 isn’t for everyone, Dirty Mind is a bit corny and Sign O’ the Times has a lot of dross. These are all great
albums. The Black Album  not only has the biggest first-time wow factor of any Prince album, but it also emphasizes
the qualities that those who have just heard Purple Rain might have a hard time believing are crucial to Prince’s art
—humor, mischief, experimentation and a mile-long dark streak.
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